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News Advisory 

HP Accelerates Application Innovation  
for the Cloud 
Company supports DevOps initiatives with integration of applications, 
operations solutions 

 

LAS VEGAS, June 5, 2012— HP today announced enhanced offerings that increase 

collaboration between development, testing, infrastructure and operations teams, 

helping organizations break down IT silos so they can quickly deliver high-quality, 

innovative applications for hybrid and cloud environments.  

 

The updated versions of HP Application Lifecycle Management (ALM)  and HP 

Performance Center (PC) enable organizations to drive enterprise innovation through the 

continuous delivery of applications with new Lab Management Automation  and 

Continuous Application Performance Delivery features.   

 

Organizations are under continuous pressure to deliver innovative applications that drive 

results. At the same time, organizations need their applications to adapt to changing 

needs throughout their life cycle. For example, application performance may change as 

users interact with applications in the cloud or on mobile devices.     

 

To achieve the continuous delivery of high-quality applications, organizations are 

adopting DevOps, a set of software delivery practices that stress better communication 

and collaboration between application development, testing, infrastructure and 

operations teams. DevOps helps unify IT silos through a set of common standards and 

automation practices, enabling continuous delivery of applications and services that 

adapt to changing enterprise needs.  

 

Better visibility to deliver high-quality applications 

To improve executive visibility into the application development life cycle, HP is 

introducing enhancements to the HP Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) 11.5 

platform. The new offering provides preconfigured reports with on-going information 

about application progress. In addition, HP ALM 11.5 is integrated with HP Enterprise 

Collaboration software, which enables social media style, context-based conversations 

between key stakeholders across the application life cycle. With this new offering, clients 

can:  

 Make faster and more accurate decisions through better collaboration among 

application delivery teams. Teams can now work together on requirements, create RSS 
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feed alerts and support progress discussions on development status, test runs and 

defects. 

 Improve developer efficiency with the enhanced HP Application Lifecycle Intelligence 

2.6, a key component of HP ALM that adds support for Git—an open-source version 

control system—and source-code management software, in addition to existing 

development tools and integrations. 
 

DevOps collaboration to improve application quality 

The new HP Performance Center (PC) 11.5 software for application performance testing 

improves application quality prior to release with Continuous Application Performance 

Delivery. This new feature enables operations and testing teams to share real-time 

performance data for use in application performance testing scripts. In addition, clients 

can: 

 Identify and diagnose potential performance bottlenecks by importing production 

monitoring data from HP Business Service Management software and third-party tools.  

 Further accelerate test configuration by importing application monitoring metrics from 

HP SiteScope. 
 

HP also is introducing HP Lab Management Automation for HP ALM 11.5 and HP PC 11.5. 

The feature accelerates the deployment of high-quality applications by automating the 

configuration of testing environments to align with real-world scenarios, such as private 

and hybrid clouds. This helps ensure the desired performance, functionality and security 

of applications prior to production.  

 

HP Software Professional Services for Application Lifecycle Management provides 

consulting, upgrade and implementation services to shorten time to business value for 

DevOps based on HP ALM 11.5. The new Lab Management Foundation Service enables 

organizations to accelerate application testing while maintaining application quality.  

These services automate the deployment and provisioning of test environments and the 

scheduling of test execution. 

 

“Application innovation is hindered by the silos that exist between development, testing and 

operations teams, leading to delays, missed opportunities and potential application 

defects,” said Subbu Iyer, vice president, Product and Strategy, Applications, Software, HP. 

“By integrating information and processes from IT operations into application life cycle 

management, HP provides a critical foundation for DevOps, enabling organizations to drive 

business results through the continuous delivery of innovative applications.” 
 

Improving application testing through simpler, faster scripting 

With new test capabilities designed to support continuous testing to simplify and speed 

application testing, HP also is introducing enhanced testing solutions: 

 Simplified scripting process and reduced time to create load testing scripts with HP 

LoadRunner 11.5 load testing solution that includes the new Virtual User Generator 

(VUGen) script editor. In addition, the updated offering supports testing for Internet 
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Explorer 9 browser, HTML5 mark-up language, 64-bit computing environments and 

IPv6.  

 Faster and more efficient manual testing with HP Sprinter manual testing solution that 

automates recurring test scripts for ongoing use.  HP Sprinter delivers new scanning 

capabilities that eliminate laborious manual activities, such as spell checking and 

ensuring compliance with localization. This enables testers to focus on new testing 

methodologies rather than administrative tasks. 
 

“Quickly processing high volumes of mortgage applications is critical to our business 

success,” said Andy Nightingale, performance automation lead, Fidelity National Financial. 

“HP LoadRunner’s unmatched load testing scale enables Fidelity National Financial to 

rapidly identify performance bottlenecks before an application is released into production, 

preventing costly post-deployment issues.” 
 

HP Application Lifecycle Management solutions are key components of the HP IT 

Performance Suite, the next-generation enterprise performance software platform that 

enables IT management to improve performance with operational intelligence.   

 

Additional information about HP DevOps offerings is available at www.hp.com/go/DevOps. 

Additional information about HP Application Lifecycle Management offerings is available 

at www.hp.com/go/ALM. 

 

About HP 

HP creates new possibilities for technology to have a meaningful impact on people, 

businesses, governments and society. The world’s largest technology company, HP brings 

together a portfolio that spans printing, personal computing, software, services and IT 

infrastructure to solve customer problems. More information about HP (NYSE: HPQ) is 

available at http://www.hp.com. 
 

This news advisory contains forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties and assumptions. If 

such risks or uncertainties materialize or such assumptions prove incorrect, the results of HP and its 

consolidated subsidiaries could differ materially from those expressed or implied by such forward-looking 

statements and assumptions. All statements other than statements of historical fact are statements that could 

be deemed forward-looking statements, including but not limited to statements of the plans, strategies and 

objectives of management for future operations, including execution of cost reduction programs and 

restructuring and integration plans; any statements concerning expected development, performance or market 

share relating to products and services; any statements regarding anticipated operational and financial results; 

any statements of expectation or belief; and any statements of assumptions underlying any of the foregoing. 

Risks, uncertainties and assumptions include macroeconomic and geopolitical trends and events; the 

competitive pressures faced by HP’s businesses; the development and transition of new products and services 

(and the enhancement of existing products and services) to meet customer needs and respond to emerging 

technological trends; the execution and performance of contracts by HP and its customers, suppliers and 

partners; the protection of HP’s intellectual property assets, including intellectual property licensed from third 

parties; integration and other risks associated with business combination and investment transactions; the hiring 

and retention of key employees; expectations and assumptions relating to the execution and timing of cost 

reduction programs and restructuring and integration plans; the resolution of pending investigations, claims and 

disputes; and other risks that are described in HP’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended 

January 31, 2012 and HP’s other filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission, including HP’s Annual 
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Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended October 31, 2011. HP assumes no obligation and does not intend 

to update these forward-looking statements. 

 

© 2012 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. The information contained herein is subject to change 

without notice. The only warranties for HP products and services are set forth in the express warranty 

statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should be construed as constituting an 

additional warranty. HP shall not be liable for technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein. 

 


